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handles civil claims exceeding S$250,000 in  
value. Admiralty matters, company winding-up  
proceedings and bankruptcy proceedings are 
heard exclusively by the High Court.

There is also the Singapore International  
Commercial Court (“SICC”), which is a  
division of the High Court designed to deal  
with transnational commercial disputes. The 
SICC has jurisdiction to hear and try any  
action if: (a) the action is international and  
commercial in nature; (b) the action is one  
that the High Court may hear and try in its  
original civil jurisdiction; and (c) the action  
satisfies such other conditions as the Rules of 
Court may prescribe.

Singapore inherited from England an  
adversarial system where the judge adopts 
a non-interventionist role during legal  
proceedings. Judges are arbiters of both law and 
fact in Singapore as there is no jury system in 
Singapore. 

2. Are court hearings open to the public? Are 
court documents accessible by the public?

All hearings in the Supreme Court and the  
State Courts are open to the public unless  
otherwise specified. Hearings may be closed  
to the public if the Court is satisfied that it is  
expedient in the interests of justice, public  
safety, public security or propriety, or for  
other sufficient reason to do so. Examples  
include sensitive cases involving testimonies  
of vulnerable witnesses. On the other hand, 
hearings in chambers such as the Judge’s  
chambers or the Registrar’s chambers are  
not generally open to the public.

1. What is the structure of the court system in 
respect of civil proceedings? What is the role of 
the judge in civil proceedings?

Singapore’s court system, with regard to civil 
proceedings, consists of both the State Courts 
and the Supreme Court. The State Courts  
include the Magistrates’ Courts, the District 
Courts and the Small Claims Tribunals, while the 
Supreme Court comprises the High Court and 
the Court of Appeal. Appeals can be made from 
the Magistrates’ Courts and District Courts 
to the High Court and from the High Court to  
the Court of Appeal. The Court of Appeal is  
Singapore’s final court of appeal. 

Civil proceedings are heard by different courts 
depending on the value of the claim. Cases with 
claims not exceeding S$10,000 in value can be 
heard by the Small Claims Tribunals, although 
this limit can be raised to S$20,000 if both  
parties agree. This is slated to increase to 
S$20,000 and S$30,000 respectively when 
the Small Claims Tribunals (Amendment) Bill 
2018 comes into force. Otherwise, cases will be 
heard in the first instance by the Magistrates’ 
Courts, District Courts or the High Court. The 
Magistrates’ Courts generally deal with claims 
not exceeding S$60,000 in value, while claims 
of sums between S$60,000 and S$250,000 in 
value are generally heard by the District Courts. 
For claims arising from road traffic accidents 
and claims for personal injuries resulting from  
industrial accidents, the District Courts are now 
able to hear claims of up to S$500,000. 

The High Court exercises original and appel-
late jurisdiction in civil cases. This means that it 
hears cases at first instance as well as cases on 
appeal from the State Courts. The High Court  
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in numerous ad hoc and SIAC international  
arbitrations, and is on the SIAC Reserve  
Panel of Arbitrators. She is part of the Young 
MCIA (Mumbai Centre for International  
Arbitration) Steering Committee and was also  
a committee member of the YSIAC (formerly 
known as Young SIAC) from 2014 to 2018. 

Before joining Drew & Napier in 2008, Yuet 
Min was a Justices’ Law Clerk at the Supreme  
Court of Singapore, having graduated with 
First Class Honours from the National  
University of Singapore in 2006. She was 
also appointed to the Supreme Court’s Young  
Amicus Curiae Scheme in 2010 and 2011. 

Yuet Min is recommended by the Legal 
500 Asia-Pacific and Who’s Who Legal:  
Arbitration – Future Leaders. In 2016, she was 
also identified by Asian Legal Business as one 
of 40 bright legal minds in the region under the 
age of 40. 

Foo Yuet Min is a Director in the Dispute  
Resolution department of Drew & Napier  
LLC. She regularly appears before the  
Singapore courts, successfully handling  
high-value matters ranging from offshore 
drilling contracts and construction matters,  
to disputes relating to commercial rights,  
as well as major sports events and banking  
disputes, among others. Much of her work also 
involves SIAC and ICC arbitrations, as well  
as arbitration-related court proceedings to  
enforce or set aside arbitral awards and to  
obtain interim relief. 

Yuet Min has particular experience and interest  
in dealing with multilingual proceedings, 
and has conducted a bilingual international  
arbitration under the UNCITRAL Arbitration 
Rules. Yuet Min speaks English, Mandarin,  
Malay and the Hokkien dialect.

Yuet Min has also been appointed arbitrator 
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seeking to inspect such documents must file  
a Request to Inspect, containing a brief  
description of the relationship of the requestor  
to the relevant case file and the reasons for  
requiring inspection. The Court may not  
approve a request made by a non-party to  
inspect a case file if the requestor has not 
demonstrated an adequate or sufficient interest 
in the case file to be inspected.

Leave to access court documents will not 
be granted where there is a sealing order in 

To promote public confidence in the  
administration of justice, the principle of  
open justice generally requires decisions by 
judges in Court proceedings to be amenable 
to scrutiny by members of the public through 
inspection of documents filed in Court. Court 
documents filed in the Registry of the Supreme 
Court or the Registry of the State Courts are 
generally available to the public at a prescribed 
fee and with the Registrar’s leave, where 
the Court has made a decision involving a  
consideration of these documents. A person 
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5. Are there any pre-action procedures 
with which the parties must comply before  
commencing proceedings?

In general, proceedings can be commenced 
by filing a Writ of Summons or an Originating 
Summons with no pre-action procedures.  
However, there are limited exceptions where 
certain pre-action procedures must be complied 
with before commencing proceedings. 

The Courts’ Practice Directions set out several  
types of claims requiring parties to comply 
with pre-action protocols before commencing  
proceedings in either the State Courts or the 
High Court. There are pre-action protocols for 
medical negligence claims, non-injury motor  
accident cases, personal injury claims (includ-
ing claims arising out of motor accidents and  
industrial accidents) and defamation actions.

Unless there are good reasons for  
non-compliance, parties who fail to comply  
with pre-action protocols may face  
Court-imposed sanctions. For example, the  
extent to which the parties have followed 
any relevant pre-action protocol or practice  
direction for the time being issued by the  
Registrar has been particularly singled out 
as a special matter to be taken into account  
when the Court is exercising its discretion  
in adjudicating costs under Order 59 Rule  
5(d) of the Rules of Court. 

6. What is the typical civil procedure and  
timetable for the steps necessary to bring the 
matter to trial?
 
There are two main procedures for civil  
actions.  If the claim is likely to involve  
substantial disputes of fact, the action must be 
brought by a Writ of Summons.  Alternatively, 
the action may be brought by an Originating 
Summons if the claim is unlikely to involve a  
substantial dispute of fact or if the principal  
issues are likely to be legal issues. 

An action by Writ of Summons has four main 
stages:

(a)

place.  Sealing orders are commonly granted in  
arbitration-related Court proceedings, given  
the overriding public policy of keeping  
arbitrations confidential. 

3. Do all lawyers have the right to appear in 
court and conduct proceedings on behalf of 
their client? If not, how is the legal profession 
structured?

In Singapore, the legal profession is a fused  
profession, meaning that every lawyer  
admitted to the Singapore Bar is both an  
Advocate and Solicitor of the Supreme Court  
of Singapore and is qualified to act as both.  
Only Advocates and Solicitors of the Supreme 
Court of Singapore with current and valid  
practising certificates have the right to appear 
and plead in the Singapore courts.  

Foreign lawyers do not generally enjoy the right 
to appear in court and conduct proceedings  
in Singapore on behalf of their clients.  
However, for the purpose of any one case,  
the Court may allow ad hoc admissions for 
Queen’s Counsels or lawyers of equivalent 
rank in other jurisdictions. Foreign lawyers can  
also appear in SICC proceedings if they are  
registered under the Legal Profession Act  
(Cap 161, 2009 Rev Ed). There are no  
restrictions on foreign lawyers acting in  
arbitration proceedings conducted in  
Singapore, even in cases in which the  
governing law is Singapore law. 

4. What are the limitation periods for  
commencing civil claims?

The statutory provisions governing limitation  
periods can be found in the Limitation Act  
(Cap 163, 1996 Rev Ed). The limitation periods 
in the Limitation Act do not operate to bar an  
action unless expressly pleaded as a defence. 

Different limitation periods apply to different  
types of claims. For instance, the limitation  
period of an action founded on contract or tort 
is 6 years from the date on which the cause of 
action accrued, while actions brought upon 
judgments have a longer limitation period of  
12 years. The first stage is for parties to file their  
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(c)

(d)

(b)

Court will order discovery if the documents 
sought are relevant and necessary for the fair 
determination of the case. 

The third stage involves the parties  
exchanging Affidavits of Evidence-in-Chief 
(“AEICs”).  AEICs are written statements  
by the parties’ factual and expert witnesses 
of the evidence that they will give at the trial.

The fourth stage is the trial which takes 
place in open Court.  Witnesses will formally  
confirm that their AEICs are correct and  
accurate and be cross-examined by the  
other party’s counsel.  The usual sequence 
is for the plaintiff’s witnesses to go first, 
followed by the defendant’s witnesses.   
Depending on the trial judge’s preference, 
the parties’ expert witnesses may be asked  
to give evidence concurrently in a joint  

respective pleadings, i.e. a Statement of 
Claim, a Statement of Defence and a Reply.  
The pleadings set out the material facts that 
each party will rely on to establish its cause 
of action or defence. Parties can seek further 
particulars of the other side’s pleadings if the 
latter is unclear or vague.

The second stage consists of discovery.   
Parties first conduct general discovery, 
where each party must disclose all relevant  
documents which are in its possession  
custody and power, regardless of whether  
the documents are helpful or adverse to 
its case.  Next, there is specific discovery 
where a party may apply for the other side to  
produce categories of relevant documents if 
the applying party has grounds to think that 
those documents have been withheld.  The 
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in the circumstances of the case. 

7. Are parties required to disclose relevant  
documents to other parties and the court?

Yes, parties are obliged to provide discovery  
of all relevant documents regardless of  
whether the documents are helpful or  
adverse to its case.  Failure to do so may result 
in sanctions being imposed by the Court.  In  
extreme cases where a party commits  
contumelious breaches of its discovery  
obligations, the Court may strike out the  
defaulting party’s claim or defence. 

8. Are there rules regarding privileged  
documents or any other rules which allow  
parties to not disclose certain documents?

Privileged documents do not have to be  
disclosed during discovery.  In general,  
the following documents are considered  
privileged:

(a)

(b)

(c)

9. Do parties exchange written evidence  
prior to trial or is evidence given orally?  
Do opponents have the right to cross-examine 
a witness?

Yes, prior to trial, the parties exchange AEICs 
which are written statements by the parties’  
factual and expert witnesses of the evidence 
that they will give at the trial.  At trial, the  
other party has the right to cross-examine a  
witness on the contents of his or her AEIC. 

At regular intervals throughout the  
proceedings, the Court will hold Pre-Trial  
Conferences attended by the parties’ counsel 
where case management directions are given.  
Depending on the complexity of the matter, an 
action by Writ of Summons may generally be  
determined in about 1.5 to 2 years from the 
commencement of the action. 

In an action by Originating Summons, the  
process is usually faster and less complex:  

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The usual timeframe for an action by  
Originating Summons to be determined is 
about 2 to 4 months after commencement.  At 
any stage during the Originating Summons  
proceedings, the Court may order that the  
proceedings be converted to a Writ action if the 
latter procedure would be more appropriate  

First, the plaintiff will file the Originating 
Summons containing a concise statement 
of the relief or remedy claimed, which  
must be accompanied by a supporting  
affidavit(s) setting out all the evidence  
which the plaintiff intends to rely on.  

Secondly, the defendant will file its reply  
affidavit(s) setting out all the evidence it  
intends to rely on.  

Parties are not allowed to file further  
affidavits except with leave from the Court. 

The hearing of the Originating Summons 
will usually be before a Judge in chambers,  
i.e. a private hearing, and not in open Court.  
Parties are represented by counsel and  
generally do not attend the hearing in person.  
The Court will determine the matter based 
on the evidence in the affidavits and the  
legal arguments presented by parties’  
counsel.  The Court may either issue an oral 
decision immediately or reserve judgment.  

documents prepared for the sole or  
dominant purpose of anticipated or ongoing  
litigation. This is known as litigation  
privilege;

communications between a party and its  
lawyers or in-house legal counsel made in  
the course of and for the purpose of the  
latter’s employment as such lawyers or  
as such legal counsel. This is known as legal 
advice privilege; and

communications between parties which 
invite compromise, or refer to or contain 
settlement offers.  This is known as without 
prejudice privilege. 

session which is known as “hot-tubbing”.   
After the trial is completed, the trial 
judge may either issue an oral decision  
immediately or reserve judgment, although 
the former is less common.  If judgment 
is reserved, the Court will subsequently  
notify parties when the decision is ready  
to be issued.  
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expert has received instructions or by whom 
the expert is paid.  Independence in this  
context means that the expert would reach the 
same opinion if he or she was given the same  
instructions by the opposing party.

There is no code of conduct for experts.  
However, the Singapore Courts have set out 
certain requirements for expert reports in the 

10. What are the rules that govern the  
appointment of experts? Is there a code of  
conduct for experts?

An expert witness must be suitably qualified and 
independent.  Importantly, an expert witness 
owes a duty to the Court to assist on matters 
within his or her expertise.  This duty overrides 
any obligation to the party from whom the  
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Meryl graduated with a double degree,  
Bachelor of Laws, and Bachelor of Commerce  
(Accounting) (Distinction) from the  
University of New South Wales in Sydney, 
Australia in 2007. Meryl was admitted as 
an Australian Lawyer in 2008. She joined 
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Meryl is a member of the Singapore Law  
Society, the Academy of Law, the  
Inter-Pacific Bar Association and the  
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matters involving contractual disputes,  
defamation, breach of director’s duties, 
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patent infringement as well as domain 
name disputes. She has acted for many  
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medical technology, pharmaceutical and  
biopharmaceutical industries. At present, 
she is acting for clients in a dispute involving  
patents for grown diamond technology.
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named as a Next Generation Lawyer in  
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big picture”. She is also “meticulous” and a 
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inspection of property, an order for samples  
to be taken, a search order, an order for  
accounts or inquiries, security for costs,  
interim payments, pre-action discovery and  
interrogatories and general/specific discovery.

12. What remedies are available at trial? 

Remedies available at trial in respect of  
civil matters include an order for damages to 
be assessed, a Money Judgment, a Declaratory  
Judgment, a Judgment for the possession  
of immovable property, a Judgment to do or  
abstain from doing an act, injunctions, winding 
up or bankruptcy orders.

13. What are the principal methods of  
enforcement of judgment?

The principal methods of enforcement of a  
Money Judgment include a writ of seizure  
and sale, garnishee proceedings, the  
appointment of a receiver or a committal  
order. The Judgment creditor may also apply  
for an order for an examination of Judgment 
Debtor (or an officer thereof if the Judgment 
debtor is a body corporate). A winding up  
or bankruptcy order may also be made against  
a Judgment debtor if it is unable to pay its  
debts. In that regard, a Judgment creditor may 
issue a statutory demand for the Judgment debt 
(minimum of S$15,000), which if unsatisfied  
after 3 weeks, will give rise to that presumption 
of an inability to pay debts.

14. Are successful parties generally awarded 
their costs? How are costs calculated?

The general principle that applies for costs  
is that costs should “follow the event”. This 
means that successful parties are generally  
awarded their costs. However, there are  
circumstances where a successful party may  
not be entitled to his costs where such costs 
were incurred due to unnecessary claims or  
issues raised by it or where costs were incurred 
were due to that party’s misconduct or neglect 
during the proceedings. 

Costs may be calculated by the standard or  
indemnity basis (i.e. where the reasonableness 

Rules of Court Order 40A and the State Court 
Practice Directions Form 12 in relation to the 
giving of expert evidence.  Amongst other things, 
an expert witness should not merely state  
conclusions but should explain the reasons 
for his or her opinion.  The expert should also 
state whether there is a range of differing 
opinions amongst experts on the matters dealt 
with in the report and the extent to which the  
opinion may be provisional or qualified by  
further information or facts.  The expert should 
also confine his or her opinion to matters that 
lie within the expert’s area of expertise, and 
should make it clear if a question or issue falls 
outside that area of expertise. 

11. What interim remedies are available 
before trial?

Interlocutory injunctions and Mareva  
injunctions may be sought before trial. 
An interlocutory injunction may be sought 
prior to trial to restrain a defendant from  
carrying out acts alleged to be in violation of  
the plaintiff’s legal rights for which he could  
not be adequately compensated by damages  
awarded after the trial, or to compel him to  
perform his legal obligations. In an appropriate  
case (e.g. patent infringement cases), a  
prohibitory quia timet injunction may be  
granted both before and after trial to restrain 
a defendant from carrying out acts which 
are threatened or imminent, but which have  
not yet been commenced. In bankruptcy/ 
insolvency proceedings, an injunction may 
be sought to restrain a creditor from filing a  
bankruptcy/winding up application on the  
basis that a debt is disputed or that there is a  
bona-fide cross-claim, among other things.

A Mareva injunction may be sought to restrain 
a defendant from dissipating or removing assets 
which may be attached to satisfy a judgment. 
The plaintiff must show that there is a real risk of 
dissipation of assets by the defendant.

Various other interlocutory orders may be 
sought to assist a party to gather evidence or 
evaluate the strength of its case before trial or 
before action. These include an order for the  
detention, custody or preservation and  
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15. What are the avenues of appeal for  
a final judgment? On what grounds can  
a party appeal?

Generally, a party may appeal against a final 
judgment at first instance by filing a Notice of 
Appeal. A party may appeal on the basis that  
the decision reached by the lower court in the  
final judgment is wrong, and it may appeal 
against the whole or part of the decision.

However, the Supreme Court of Judicature  
Act (Cap 322) (“SCJA”) lists certain judgments 
which are not appealable (Third and Fourth 
Schedules of the SCJA) and others that require 
leave to appeal (Fifth Schedule of the SCJA). 

Some examples of judgments which are not  
appealable include consent judgments or an  

of costs is disputed, the question is resolved  
in favour of the paying party for the former  
basis, and resolved in favour of the receiving  
party for the latter basis). Generally, the  
successful party of a proceeding will usually be 
entitled to recover about 40% of its costs from 
the other party. 

In awarding costs, the key consideration is  
reasonableness and precedents may be used as 
guidelines. The Court will also take into account 
the complexity of the proceedings, the quantum 
of the claims involved, the conduct of the parties 
and whether there were any novel or unique  
circumstances in the case.

Woo Shu Yan
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most influential lawyers aged 40 and under  
in 2018. 

Shu Yan is a member of the Law Society of  
Singapore and the Singapore Academy of Law.

Woo Shu Yan is a Director in the Dispute  
Resolution department of top Singapore 
law firm, Drew & Napier LLC. She has over 
a decade of experience in corporate and  
commercial litigation and arbitration. Shu 
Yan has handled a diverse range of matters 
including private equity, corporate, banking 
and finance disputes and regulatory actions. 
Her active arbitration practice has seen her 
involvement in foreign law matters.

In 2011, she was appointed to assist the Court 
as amicus curiae in a case that concerned  
certain sentencing issues. The learned 
Judge for the case expressed his gratitude 
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17. May litigants bring class actions?  If so,  
what rules apply to class actions?

The Singapore Rules of Court Order 15 Rule 12 
allows litigants to bring representative actions 
in cases where numerous people share the same 
interest in the proceedings and one or more of 
these people may sue on behalf of themselves 
and for the benefit of the others. 

However, even if the plaintiffs share the 
same interest in the proceedings, the rule on  
representative action vests a residual discretion 
in the courts to discontinue the proceedings  
in the form of a representative action. In  
exercising this discretion, the courts will  
consider whether there are other reasons not 
to allow a representative action to proceed, 
such as whether the procedural limitations of a  
representative action will result in inefficiency 
or ineffectiveness. 

18. What are the procedures for the recognition 
and enforcement of foreign judgments?    
 
Foreign judgments can be recognised and  
enforced in Singapore under common law or  
under statute.

Under common law, a foreign judgment may 
be enforced by commencing an action for a  
judgment debt. A foreign judgment for a sum 
of money creates a legal obligation on the part  
of the judgment debtor to pay that sum. To  
enforce the foreign judgment under common  
law, the Singapore courts must have  
jurisdiction over the defendant (or the judgment  
debtor). Generally, a foreign judgment can  
be enforced if:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

As for recognition of foreign judgments, 

order refusing to strike out an action or  
pleading, giving or refusing further and better  
particulars, giving unconditional leave to  
defend any proceedings, refusing security  
for costs (see paragraph 1 of the Fourth  
Schedule of the SCJA).

Some examples of judgments which require 
leave to appeal include an order giving security  
for costs, giving or refusing discovery or  
inspection, refusing a stay of proceedings or 
where the only issue on appeal relates to costs.

Further, leave is required to appeal against a 
decision made by the District or Magistrates’ 
Courts (collectively known as “State Courts”) to 
the High Court unless the disputed amount or 
value of the subject matter exceeds S$60,000. 
Leave must similarly be sought in respect of 
appeals from the High Court, exercising its  
appellate civil jurisdiction over State Court 
decisions, to the Court of Appeal unless the 
relevant amount exceeds S$250,000. There 
are no quantitative restrictions on appeals 
from the High Court exercising its original civil  
jurisdiction to the Court of Appeal. 

Unless otherwise directed, an appeal shall not 
operate as a stay of execution under the decision 
of the lower court.

16. Are contingency or conditional fee  
arrangements permitted between lawyers  
and clients? Is third-party funding permitted? 

Contingency or conditional fee arrangements 
are not permitted between lawyers and clients. 
However, the Law Ministry of Singapore is  
considering allowing such arrangements and will 
be starting public consultations to gather views 
and proposals for such arrangements.

Third-party funding is permissible for  
international arbitration proceedings or related 
court or mediation proceedings, as prescribed 
under the Civil Law (Third Party Funding)  
Regulations. Outside of the statutory  
framework, the Singapore courts have  
confirmed that third-party funding is allowed  
in certain insolvency cases.

it is on the merits of the case;

it is for a fixed or ascertainable sum of money; 

it is final and conclusive;

the foreign court had international  

jurisdiction to hear the case according to  

Singapore private international law rules; and 

no defences can be raised against its  

enforcement. 
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and enforced, in the same manner and to  
the same extent as a Singapore judgment. 

19. What are the main forms of alternative  
dispute resolution? Which are the main  
alternative dispute resolution organisations  
in your jurisdiction?

Arbitration and mediation are the main forms 
of alternative dispute resolutions (“ADR”) in  
Singapore. 

Arbitration is a common alternative to litigation.  
The Singapore International Arbitration  
Centre is the primary organisation for  
arbitration in Singapore.

There are two main types of mediation in  
Singapore: court-based mediation and private  
mediation. Court-based mediation occurs 
in the courts and is commonly administered  
by the State Courts and Family Justice Courts. 
The main institutions overseeing private  
mediations are the Singapore Mediation Centre 
and Singapore International Mediation Centre. 

20. Are there any proposals for reform to 
the laws and regulations governing dispute  
resolution currently being considered?

Yes. Between October 2018 and June 2019, 
the Ministry of Law held public consultations 
to gather views on some proposals to reform 
the laws and regulations governing dispute  
resolution: 

(a)

the same criteria above apply, except for  
requirement (b). 
 
Foreign judgments can also be recognised  
and enforced under any of the following 
statutes: 

(a)

(b)

(c)

A judgment from a gazetted country under  
RECJA or REFJA can be registered in the 
High Court. Upon successful registration, the  
foreign judgment would be enforceable in  
Singapore with the same legal force as if it had 
been a Singapore judgment.  

As for recognition and enforcement of a  
foreign judgment under the CCAA, an  
application may be made to the High Court  
for the judgment to be recognised, or recognised 

Proposed reforms and recommendations 
to the civil justice system: 
In October 2018, the Ministry of Law 
published a report to gather views on the 
proposed reforms and recommendations  
to the civil justice system. These  
reforms and recommendations aim  
to modernise the litigation process. Some 
of the key proposals and recommendations 
include having increased judicial control 
and involvement over court proceedings;  
simplifying applications and court procedure 
on interlocutory and procedural matters;  
having new arbitration-style disclosure  
of documents; and reviewing legal  

Reciprocal Enforcement of Commonwealth 
Judgments Act (“RECJA”) – this applies 
to judgments obtained from the superior 
courts in the United Kingdom and of other  
commonwealth countries that may be  
gazetted from time to time. The gazetted 
countries include and are not limited to  
Malaysia, India (except for the State of  
Jammu and Kashmir), New Zealand, Brunei  
Darussalam, and the Commonwealth of  
Australia; 

Reciprocal Enforcement of Foreign  
Judgments Act (“REFJA”) – this applies to 
judgments obtained from the superior courts 
of countries that may be gazetted from time 
to time. To date, only Hong Kong Special  
Administrative Region of the People’s  
Republic of China has been gazetted; and

Choice of Court Agreements Act 2016 
(“CCAA”) – the CCAA enacts the Hague 

Convention on Choice of Court Agreements 

(”HCCCA”) into Singapore law. Under Part 

3 of the CCAA, where a foreign judgment 

is made by a court of a Contracting State 

to the HCCCA, where the court was the  

chosen court under an exclusive choice of 

court agreement in a civil or commercial  

matter, the foreign judgment must be  

recognised and enforced in other  

Contracting States. 
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Jurisdictional Q&A – Singapore

First, the Bill simplifies the IP dispute  
resolution process by consolidating most  
civil IP proceedings in the Singapore High 
Court. Currently, IP proceedings are heard 
in the High Court, the State Courts or  
the Intellectual Property Office of  
Singapore, depending on the IP right, the 
type of proceeding and claim value involved. 

(b)

On 5 August 2019, the Singapore Parliament 
introduced the Reciprocal Enforcement of  
Foreign Judgments (Amendment) Bill and 
Reciprocal Enforcement of Commonwealth 
Judgements (Repeal) Bill to reform the current 
RECJA and REFJA regimes. Presently, foreign 
judgments can be recognised and enforced  
in Singapore under either statute depending  
on where the foreign judgment originates. 
The Bills seek to streamline the regimes by  
combining RECJA and REFJA into a single  
statutory regime. The new statutory regime will 
also increase the range of foreign judgments 
which can be enforced. 

On 8 July 2019, the Intellectual Property  
(Dispute Resolution) Bill (the “Bill”) was  
introduced for first reading in Parliament. The 
bill seeks to improve the Intellectual Property 
(“IP”) dispute resolution system in Singapore by 
introducing three key changes.

(a)

(b)

(c)

21. Are there any features regarding dispute 
resolution in your jurisdiction or in Asia that  
you wish to highlight? 

A notable feature is the establishment in 2014 
of the SICC. The SICC is designed to deal  
with transnational commercial disputes. SICC 
cases are heard by existing Judges of the High 
Court and the Court of Appeal, as well as  
International Judges which are appointed  
by the Chief Justice of Singapore to sit in the 
SICC from time to time. There is also greater  
latitude for parties to be represented by 
foreign lawyers in SICC matters. With the  
establishment of the SICC, as a division of 
the High Court, the Singapore Court is now  
even more adept at applying foreign law in  
transnational disputes. 

Singapore actively promotes the use of  
alternative dispute resolution methods. On  
7 August 2019, Singapore became a signatory  
to the United Nations Convention on  
International Settlement Agreements Resulting  
from Mediation. The resolution to adopt this 
convention, which is named the Singapore  
Convention on Mediation (“Singapore  
Convention”), was passed in December 2018. 
The Singapore Convention addresses the  
challenges arising from the absence of a  
framework for transnational enforcement 
of settlement agreements resulting from  

costs framework. 

Proposed reforms relating to international  
arbitration: 
The proposed reforms aim to en-
hance the international arbitration  
regime under the International Arbitration  
Act. Some proposed reforms include  
providing for the default appointment of  
arbitrators in multi-party situations;  
allowing parties to, by mutual agreement,  
request the arbitrators to decide on  
jurisdiction at the preliminary award  
stage; providing an arbitral tribunal and 
the courts with the power to enforce  
confidentiality obligations in an arbitration; 
and allowing a party in an arbitral proceeding  
to appeal to the courts on questions of 
law arising out of an award made in the  
proceedings (subject to parties agreeing  
to opt into such mechanism). 

Second, there will be a formalised process 
allowing third parties to submit observations 
to the Registrar for his consideration on the 
patentability of the invention. Further, a new 
post-grant patent re-examination process 
will be introduced whereby an applicant may 
seek re-examination of a patented invention. 

Third, the Bill clarifies that IP disputes are 
arbitrable in Singapore. It may be thought 
previously that IP rights are generally 
non-arbitrable because certain IP rights  
require registration and may impact 
third-party rights. In this regard, the Bill  
expressly states that an arbitral award on  
IP disputes only takes effect on the parties  
to the arbitration and not to third parties.
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